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MESSAGE FROM GRAND MASTER WILLIAM D. STEIN, GCSJ, MMSJ

As of today, here we are still immersed in COVID-19. In response, all of us 
in the SOSJ are staying  true to our mission by transferring all of our in 
person meetings and communications into virtual meetings and social 
events.  Zoom has become a daily event in our lives. On the positive side,  
Zoom and its counterparts are enabling us to encompass a far larger 
audience. Priories and Commanderies are reaching out to entire 
memberships via social meetings. Commanderies also have devised new 
virtual ways to raise money in order to donate to charities in critical 
need. 

Each of our Commanderies have supported and donated to charities that 
are in immediate need during this pandemic. Please read about them in 
this issue.

Our Master of Regalia, John Cave -Browne- Cave, has researched  and 
revised  the Arms of the Sovereign Order along with a new Grand 
Master’s standard. 

Investitures Scheduled for 2020: Investitures Scheduled for 2021:
Priory of Brittany October 9-11 Priories of the Western US & SF  April 9-10
Dagmar Commandery of Denmark Postponed - 2021 Dagmar Commanery of Denmark June 11-12
Commandery of Central Finland Postponed - 2021 Sierra’s Commandery June 19
Commandery of London Cancelled Vancouver Commandery June 25-26

Victoria Commandery October 16-17
Please frequently log on to our SOSJ International website. It contains the news as well as the Calendar of 
Events. It will also give updates on Investiture changes.

We pray for those in need and are thankful for our blessings. Good crisis leadership is all about helping people 
and we have excelled in that. We are staying focused on helping the sick and poor in Christ. Please, stay safe 
and we will keep in touch virtually until this virus has been controlled. 

When this virus is no longer a major danger, we can look with immense pride with how we collectively 
responded.  We may need to envision a different future and we will do just that!

Yours in St. John,

HMEH William D. Stein GCSJ, MMSJ, GMSJ
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MESSAGE FROM THE PRIOR OF THE SAN FRANCISCO AREA
by 

Prior Bill Buchanan, KJSJ

One of the biggest disappointments this pandemic generated was 
cancellation of the 2020 Investiture in San Jose - a special event that 
would have provided an opportunity to meet with Knights and Dames 
we haven’t seen in some time, especially those from out of state and 
out of country. However, the exacting and time-intensive work HE 
Bailiff Brian Rauschhuber’s Priory of the Western United States put 
into planning the Investiture will not go to waste, as Brian has 
negotiated with vendors and facilities for next year. Knight 
Commander of Grace Bob Leonard and his wife Dame Kathy Leonard 
are developing plans for a unique and exciting 2022 Investiture in the 
Sonoma wine country. 

Some folks I know remain healthy, but are experiencing varying degrees of spiritual and psychological 
COVID-19 anxiety. But if you look closely enough, you’ll see a thin silver lining around this epidemic cloud. 
Although my daily work schedule has changed (no commute to the office, flat-lined caseload), I have 
enjoyed new perspectives and insights since shelter-in-place conventions took hold. The success of 
Claire’s sea salted chocolate and gourmet dog biscuit business is no longer a mystery. I can see up close 
her hard work, innovative recipes, and client cultivation. I see parents hiking across Horse Hill with dogs 
and kids in tow; a father flying a model airplane for his son; another father sitting on a bench reading a 
BOOK to his son. Beyond family, our principal anchors are the SOSJ, civic, military, professional, and social 
organizations, neighbors, circles of friends and colleagues and, of course, pets. For me, the natural world 
is a source of tranquility and assurance that the stability and permanence of the universe God designed 
will endure. All these factors have helped us adapt to the strictures of COVID-19. 

The question in my mind is: will the Knights and Dames of the Sovereign Order, after stabilizing and 
adapting to the pandemic, have enough resources and energy left over to help those whose jobs, savings 
and perhaps health have been inordinately affected? The St. Joseph Commandery has shown remarkable 
innovation with their online fund raisers and social hours, providing a model for such ventures during 
shelter-in-place conditions. 

A more existential question is: what to do about the decline in religious membership and observance 
nationwide? A 2019 Pew Research Center telephone survey revealed 84% of those born between 1928 
and 1945 describe themselves as Christian, but only half the Millennials identify as such. Perhaps 
Reverend Metoyer will offer insights and recommendations about this phenomenon. In the interim, the 
Priory of the San Francisco Area wishes all Knights and Dames a robust and speedy recovery from this 
latest surge in the pandemic. 
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MESSAGE FROM THE PRIOR OF THE WESTERN UNITED STATES
by 

Prior Brian Rauschhuber, GCSJ

Dear Aspirants, Dames, Knights and Squires,

I am hopeful that this newsletter finds you, your family and friends 
around you doing well during these trying times. 

Like the St. Joseph and Sierras Commanderies, the vast majority of 
Commanderies around the world have leaned in to support our local 
communities during the pandemic. While we are facing challenging 
times with the Coronavirus, the Commanderies and Priory as a whole 
are staying connected conducting Zoom meetings, socials, fund raising

and giving from the treasury to the immediate needs of our community. Between the Commandery of the 
Sierras and St. Joseph Commandery, well over one hundred thousand dollars (and growing) has been 
distributed to local charities just in the past few months. Each Commandery is looking for ways to continue to 
support the community during this dire time of need. I am so very humbled by the gifted and heart-filled 
charitable nature of our members in the Order. 

Recruitment efforts throughout last year yielded a total of 17 aspirants and recognition for about as many with 
promotions between the St. Joseph Commandery and the Commandery of the Sierras.

Save the date now for our 2021 Investiture in San Jose, California, to be held on April 10 at the St. Joseph 
Basilica. A Meet the Aspirants cocktail social will be held at the Silicon Valley Capital Club on April 9.

Save the date now for our 2021 Investiture in Reno, Nevada, to be held on June 19 at the Trinity Cathedral with 
a Meet the Aspirants social and Reno Rodeo on June 18. 

Look for more details to follow on each of these Investitures as we enter 2021. I am hopeful that both of these 
Investitures will be able to safely and successfully proceed, but we’ll know more as we monitor health 
instructions of the local health officials as we enter 2021. I am praying for all of our members, Aspirants, 
families, friends and communities.

May the Lord Jesus be with us all.
Yours in St. John,
Brian Rauschhuber
H E Bailiff Prior, GCSJ
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2021 St. Joseph Commandery Golf Tournament

Fresh air, Friendship & FUNraising

A Much Needed Day on the Green

Date to be Announced Soon

Save The Dates!
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Investiture 2021 – April 9-11, 2021

We are truly looking forward to our next Investiture. Below are some 
specifics for you to prepare:

• Hotel Block has been set for April 9-11 at the San Jose Fairmont Aspirants

Welcome Event April 9 at San Jose Capital Club Aspirants Breakfast &

Rehearsal at Fairmont Hotel on April 11

• Investiture Ceremony at San Jose Cathedral on April 10 Investiture Gala at 

Fairmont Hotel on April 10

Mark your calendars for what will be a great way to welcome new 

members, see friends and put 2020 in the rearview mirror.
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Since the last publication of the Hospitaller, the St. Joseph 
Commandery has been quite busy although we have not met in 
person.

When those of us in Santa Clara County received word of the initial 
quarantine and order to ‘shelter in place’ in March, many friends said, 
“Well, at least we are in the same boat.” On one level, I understand 
their thought. However, I don’t believe that statement to be entirely 
true. A much more accurate statement would be: We are all dealing 
with the same storm, but we are NOT in the same boat as we sail --
same storm, very different boats.

For some, the boat in which we ride the storm is like a cruise liner; for some it is a fishing boat; others feel they 
are going through a series of class-five rapids, hanging on for dear life to an overturned canoe. We are NOT on 
the same boat and we need to say that out loud.

Some have been excited to binge watch favorite shows on Netflix, while others are working two jobs and 
home-schooling their children. Some are perfectly fine being socially distant in their homes, while others are 
essential workers and brave this virus every day. Some feel this is like the flu and will naturally go away, while 
others have families on ventilators or have buried their loved ones. Some are angry, some are bored, some are 
terrified.

There are those without work, but have funds in their retirement account. There are those unemployed, 
worried about having enough food and money for rent. Some are Zooming to keep in touch with family and 
friends, while some are looking at their loved ones through a pane of glass in the hospital or waving to 
someone in a nursing home.

It is a storm like most of us have never seen. It is affecting each us in different ways. We are all in our own 
boats, sailing forward to calm waters.

With this in mind, the St. Joseph Commandery Council has done a pivot for 2020 fundraising. We held a 
successful “Cocktails for a Cause” during Lent and raised over $15,000 for COVID-19 relief, benefiting Second 
Harvest of Silicon Valley and WIN WIN x 2.

St. Joseph Commandery Update

Allison Abbott-Kline, DGSJ
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In June, the Council vetted and voted on additional assistance with $100,000 split between Catholic Charities 
of Santa Clara County and Sunday Friends for food and rental assistance. A wonderful and unexpected 
outcome from our gift to Catholic Charities was that they were able to secure a $4,000,000 federal grant for 
rental assistance. We planted a seed and it grew to a large project helping so many within our community.
With continued spikes of positive testing for the Coronavirus and no therapeutics or vaccines on the 
immediate horizon, the Council voted to continue COVID-19 relief with our Summer Garden Party, to benefit 
Second Harvest of Silicon Valley, Catholic Charities of Santa Clara County and Sunday Friends. SGP Chair Dame 
Helen Lambert, Co-Chair Dame Laura Pesavento and Auction Chair Dame Shelly Paiva delivered a unique, 
interactive and fun virtual event for September 12, 2020. Below are some “screen shots” from the event.
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Each ‘ticket’ received a bottle of wine based on the level of giving. We have a wonderful relationship with Bert 
George, the vendor for these wines and proprietor of Joseph George Wines. At the $1,000 level and above, 
each guest received a bottle of wine etched with our crest.

As Knights Hospitallers, we will not let a global pandemic prevent us from carrying out our mission to help the 
sick and poor in Christ. Now is the time to rise to the challenge of COVID-19 relief.

For Faith, For Service to Humanity Chevalier Fran Harvey, our Almoner, began vetting the charity applications in 
mid-February, but has put this on hold for the foreseeable future. Fran has been in contact with each charity 
and has explained we have halted all vetting at this time. We have received eight applications for a total 
request of $404,100 in capital projects. As a Council we have set a budget of $275,000 - $300,000 for the next 
charity cycle which most likely not occur until 2021. Of these charities, six are from new organizations and two 
are from organizations that we have previously supported. The applications are as follows:

New Organizations
- Next Door Solutions to Domestic Violence: $23.9K (Michael Halloran)
- St. Louise Hospital: $30K (Shelly Paiva)
- St. Patrick’s School: $44K (Norm Kline)
- Starting Arts: $60K (Khanh Russo)
- Sunnyvale Community Services: $46.69K (Shelly Paiva)
- Uplift Family Services: $74.6K (Joseph Pirzynski)
Subtotal: $279.1 K

Previously Supported Organizations
- JW House: $25K (Jim Chapman)
- Living Services Alternatives: $100K (Colin McNab)
Subtotal: $125K
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As a gentle reminder, last year the St. Jospeh Commandery supported eight worthy organizations for a total of 
$303,000. Over the past two decades, we have funded $3,800,000 within our community.
Dame Helen Lambert has put her research for humanitarian opportunities on hold due to the SIP /Social 
Distancing order by the State of California.

In person recruitment is difficult, but our Commandery has identified five potential Aspirants for 2021. We still 
have twelve Aspirants with completed paperwork that need to be fully Invested.
HE Bailiff Chris Worrall will be putting together a committee to begin the search for our next Commander. We 
are hoping to have candidates identified by September/October 2020 and move forward with the process in 
November 2020.

On a lighter note, Dame Shelly Paiva has been busy organizing just for fun Zoom events for our 
Commandery. In early July she hosted a fun BINGO night. She is in the midst of planning a Zoom Trivia 
‘Knight’ as well as an online cooking class for the fall.

I had the privilege of joining a SOSJ Zoom chat with the leadership from all over the world moderated by Prior 
Suzanne Turner. It was quite interesting to hear how other Commanderies are growing their membership, 
learning their fundraising enterprises and meeting new people. We will be gathering once a month to share 
best practices.

By working together, we can make a difference for the sick and poor in Christ.
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Birth of WIN WIN x 2
By Kristi Hernandez, DGSJ

It started with Allison’s question at the SOSJ cocktail party. “What are you doing during the ‘shelter in place’ 
order?”. Mary Jo Garrett let everyone know about her goal to provide meals for health care workers. Thanks 
to Chris Worrall, she had been connected to Noelle Wirth at Valley Medical Foundation (through Chris Wilder 
at VMF). Mary Jo and Noelle brainstormed ideas and decided to provide meals for the frontline health care 
workers at the field hospital at the Santa Clara County Convention Center.

Mary Jo needed a restaurant to provide the meals. Mary Jo and Kristi Hernandez spoke the night of the 
cocktail party and the day afterwards. Kristi thought that her neighbor, Sam Carlino of Sam’s Barbecue, might 
be interested. On Friday, April 10, Kristi contacted Sam to ask if he would consider providing meals. We didn’t 
have a number or a time yet, but wanted to gauge his interest. Sam said “yes”. He and Kristi worked out 
options and by the following Saturday, April 18, Mary Jo and Dick Garrett were picking up the first forty meals 
to deliver to the field hospital at the Convention Center.

Mary Jo put the word out requesting funding for this project. She wanted it to be a “win-win” for both the 
health care workers and the partner restaurants. Donations from Mary Jo’s neighbors, friends and members of 
the St. Joseph Commandery totaled $2,200. All additional funds from the Commandery will work through the 
Valley Medical Center Foundation to continue the idea to serve the frontline healthcare workers. “Win-Win x 
2” became the name of this creative effort to support our community.
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Commandery of the Sierra’s Update

COMMANDERY OF THE SIERRAS UPDATE
By Secretary General Renee Verrier, DGSJ

The Commandery of the Sierras has kept busy in 2020, despite Covid-
19 upending our world. Prior to the pandemic, nearly half of the 
Commandery travelled to Puerto Vallarta, Mexico, where two 
members reside during the winter. Dame Myrlen Ann Knafelc hosted a 
fabulous candlelit Commandery dinner and meeting on her lovely 
penthouse terrace, and she and Chevalier Wendell Norris made sure 
all had a fabulous trip: incredible food and drink, entertainment, boat 
ride, whale watching, botanical garden walks, and cuddling big cat 
cubs!

After the pandemic hit, our Commandery held two well attended Zoom Cocktail Meetings, on April 15 and 
May 6, to evaluate charities in need in our community. The result was $6,000 donated in April to Eddy House, 
Northern Nevada’s central intake and assessment facility for homeless, runaway, foster, and other at-risk 
youth, to be used to purchase months of food for the resident youths in lock-down at the start of the 
pandemic. 

B. J. Sullivan, KJSJ
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It was also learned that Eddy House had not yet completed their much needed commercial kitchen, 
bathrooms, and laundry at their lovely new residential facility. Commander BJ Sullivan volunteered his 
construction expertise to become the Project Manager, assisted by Vice-Commander Ray Pezonella, who 
donated his civil engineering skills, to help Eddy House work to complete these projects. Both have been 
diligently working with Eddy House throughout the spring and summer.

With domestic violence on the rise due to the pandemic shut downs, in May two checks were presented to 
organizations which help female abuse victims and their children: $4,750 to Safe Embrace and $1,000 to the 
Domestic Violence Resource Center, to be used for safe lodging away from their abusers.

Also in May, $4,500 was donated to the Food Bank of Northern Nevada to help with the increased needs at this 
time, when so many have lost jobs.

Marshal Don Witt and Deputy Marshal Renee Verrier are in the initial stages of planning the next Commandery of 
the Sierras Investiture for June 2021 and dates have been submitted to the Sovereign Council for approval.
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San Francisco Commandery Update

The COVID-19 pandemic and the shelter-in-place mandated law has 
empowered us to reimagine our present plans for the San Francisco 
Commandery. 

Since a vaccine for this infectious disease is not expected until 2021 at 
the earliest, it has caused us to postpone our series of ongoing face to 
face Knights Around the Bay social and fundraising events. However, in 
the meantime we are searching for ways to reinterpret and rethink our 
fundraising strengths within the confines of this new normal. 
Specifically, we are busy brainstorming virtual online social and 
fundraising event ideas and best practices using the Zoom cloud-based 
peer-to-peer software platform for implementation beginning this fall.

During this pandemic we have concentrated our charity giving to one of the most vulnerable populations in 
San Francisco: Homeless Pregnant Women. 

After careful consideration, the San Francisco Commandery expeditiously responded to the needs of the most 
vulnerable population in San Francisco, homeless pregnant women living on the streets or in shelters. To 
assist in the battle against homelessness and the COVID-19 pandemic this year, $50,000.00 was donated by 
our Commandery to the Homeless Prenatal Program located in San Francisco. We had originally planned to 
assist the critical transportation needs of the Homeless Prenatal Project by financing the purchase of a much
needed minivan. However, the rapid onset of the COVID-19 pandemic and the terrible economic impact it has 
had on the prenatal homeless in San Francisco greatly impacted the immediate priority needs of this 
organization.  Suddenly, there was a very dramatic increased need for more food, shelter, medical and 
counseling services, all of which the Homeless Prenatal Project extends to its clients and their families. 
Therefore, we donated $50,000 to the Homeless Prenatal Project and have required that they provide us with 
proper accounting regarding their expenditures at the end of this year.

The Homeless Prenatal Program has been serving low-income and homeless families since its inception in 
1989. The organization empowers and gives support to low income families, particularly homeless pregnant 
women, to develop the strength and confidence they need to transform their lives.

San Francisco Mayor London Breed was one of the many dignitaries who attended the opening of Jelani 
House, their new home for pregnant women. The growth and evolution of the organization has been guided 
by tireless Martha Ryan who founded the organization and serves as its Executive Director. We are honored to 
be advocates of their work.

Robert K. Leonard, KCSJ
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Please visit their website at: www.homelessprenatal.org for detailed information about their services. 

Seven members of our Commandery have been promoted for serving Our Sovereign Order with distinction 
year after year. 

With pleasure, it is an honor to announce that the following seven Knights and Dames of the San Francisco 
Commandery have recently received well earned promotions within Our Sovereign Order. Without question, 
they have all tangibly demonstrated their devotion to helping the sick and poor in Christ by giving generously of 
their time, talents and treasure. However, perhaps more than anything else, they have all remained very active 
members of our Commandery during a rebuilding period and have stepped up to wear multiple hats that have 
been essential to take us to the next level. The significant contributions by each of these Knights and Dames are 
greatly appreciated.

Although these promotions were planned to properly take place at the recently cancelled Investiture Service in 
San Jose this past Spring, these promotions have been approved by our International Headquarters and are now 
official. We hope to properly present printed, hardcopy warrant certificates of promotion to each of these 
members at the next appropriate local gathering of Knights and Dames. 

Dame Kathleen (Kelly) M. Shield was promoted to Dame Commander of Justice. 
Kelly has helped recruit Aspirant members and has held multiple offices at both the Priory and Commandery 
levels during which she has served with distinction to ensure that both our Priory and Commandery meet 
compliance requirements. This includes serving for many years as the Quartermaster in charge of Regalia at the 
Priory level. It also includes serving multiple times as the Vice Commander of the San Francisco Commandery. 
Kelly is among the very few Dames or Knights within Northern California to ever be awarded the “Certificate of 
Merit” in recognition of services to Our Sovereign Order and to the communities we serve. Specifically, she was 
recognized with this award in 2009 for service above and beyond the call of duty by keeping the financial 
records and overseeing other significant operational responsibilities of two separate Commanderies 
simultaneously. Year after year, Kelly is also among our very top financial donors who consistently support our 
charities and underwrite our charitable events at both the Priory and Commandery levels. As a major financial
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contributor and underwriter behind the scenes, she financed the cost of a professional quality documentary 
film about the history of Our Sovereign Order that was shown at our White Cross Ball winter gala. Kelly has 
also contributed financially to the charities of other Commanderies outside of our Priory while traveling 
beyond the San Francisco Bay Area to support many Investitures, Sovereign Council Meetings and Chartable 
Events held in other cities throughout North America.

Dame Karen (Kerry) A. Persichitte was promoted to Dame of Justice.
Kerry was living 2,000 miles away in Chicago, Illinois when she became an active member of the San Francisco 
Commandery during which she immediately took on the responsibility for all official communications within 
the Commandery while still living in Chicago. This included serving as the Editor of the Commandery 
Newsletter. After she moved to the San Francisco Bay Area, Kerry did not hesitate to step up to become the 
Event Chair for our annual White Cross Ball winter gala. In this capacity she and her Committee, succeeded in 
raising a sum of six figures to support the multiple Charities of the San Francisco Commandery. Kerry has also 
served with distinction for two years as the Commander for the San Francisco Commandery. Under her 
leadership, the San Francisco Commandery successfully hosted two back to back  White Cross Ball winter 
galas. She also worked very closely with the diverse charities of the San Francisco Commandery and found 
creative and meaningful ways to engage them with the Sentinels of Freedom, our sole military veteran related 
charity. Kerry has also helped recruit Aspirant members and has contributed financially at a significant level to 
support the designated charities of the San Francisco Commandery. 

Chevalier Gerhard (Gerry) H. Parker was promoted to Knight of Justice.
Gerry has helped recruit Aspirant members and has been a significant donor to the Charities of the San 
Francisco Commandery. Behind the scenes, he has also provided operational and logistical help for our fund-
raising events and activities.  Most recently, he was a co-sponsor and financial underwriter for a very 
successful Knights Around the Bay Christmas event at Villa Taverna, a private Italian dining club within the 
financial district of San Francisco. This event raised a significant amount in one evening for our designated 
military veteran related charity, the Sentinels of Freedom. 

Chevalier Weldon Sanford Wood was promoted to Knight of Justice.
Weldon has near perfect attendance at our events and activities. He has helped recruit Aspirant members and 
has been a very generous donor to the Charities of the San Francisco Commandery. Behind the scenes, he has 
also provided operational and logistical help for our fundraising events and activities. Weldon served on the 
Commandery Council twice and has chaired both the Charity and Membership committees. Year after year, 
he has also provided critical senior level leadership at both the Commandery and Priory levels. During the 
past year, he has provided essentially needed leadership on the Charity committee by helping identify and 
completing the necessary due diligence to determine our designated charities in the future. 
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Dame Lorna Meyer was promoted to Dame Commander of Grace.
Lorna has helped recruit Aspirant members and has been a significant donor to the Charities of the San 
Francisco Commandery. She chaired the San Francisco Commandery’s White Cross Ball winter gala two years 
ago which raised nearly $200,000 for the charities of the Commandery. She paid for the dance band out of 
her own pocket at this event and hosted and underwrote the cost of a pre-gala party which recognized the 
financial underwriters of the gala. During the past two years, Lorna has served in numerous leadership roles 
for several of the San Francisco Commandery’s fund raising events and activities.  Frequently, she has also 
generously donated extended stays at both of her homes as silent auction items to help raise money for our 
charities. Most recently, Lora was a co-sponsor and financial underwriter for a very successful Knights Around 
the Bay Christmas event at Villa Taverna, a private Italian dining club within the financial district of San 
Francisco. This event raised a significant amount in one evening for our designated military veteran related 
charity, the Sentinels of Freedom.

Dame Mary Elizabeth Anderson was promoted to Dame of Grace.
Mary Beth has served on the White Cross Ball winter gala planning committee and has successfully overseen 
the procurement of auction items which was extremely essential to the raising of financial donations for our 
charities. She is currently a high profile member of the Commandery Council and she has stepped up in a 
significant way to provide the essential leadership that is essential to to the success of the San Francisco 
Commandery.  Most significantly, during the past year, she has chaired the San Francisco Commandery’s 
Charity Committee with distinction during which she has succeeded with the due diligence necessary for 
identifying our designated charities going forward. During the current COVID-19 Pandemic, she quickly 
identified the critical need and facilitated the leadership necessary for our Commandery to donate $50,000 to 
help the homeless pregnant women living on the street of San Francisco.

Chevalier Bryan Patrick Avery was promoted to Knight of Grace.
Bryan represents the second generation of Knights and Dames from a long standing and dedicated family 
within Our Sovereign Order. He is always stepping up to volunteer to help with our events and activities in any 
way that he can. Bryan has served multiple times as a Marshal of Ceremonial Protocol for the Investiture 
Service for both the Priories of the Western United States and the San Francisco Bay Area. He is currently 
serving as a Marshal of Ceremonial Protocol for both Priories. As a member of the Grand Prior’s Training 
Committee, he has financially underwritten the technology and has also facilitated multiple on-line virtual 
meetings within Our Sovereign Order. Bryan has just been nominated to become the newest member of the 
Commandery Council for the San Francisco Commandery. 

For over 900 years, Our Sovereign Order has taken on many fierce challenges while helping the sick and poor 
in Christ. As we continue to navigate this new normal, my commitment to you is that we will improvise, adapt 
and overcome while continuing to help those who need it most.

Kindness, patience and partnership will get us through this.
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Western Military Commandery Update
All Quiet on the WESTERN MILITARY COMMANDERY Front

Do we have a choice?

Missing the fellowship, the Commandery has met monthly by ZOOM, 
usually gathering 5 to 7 (of our 14) Chevaliers for general discussion. 
During our first get together, we learned and confirmed information 
about how to approach this pandemic from our resident super 
physician Deputy Commander Dean Winslow. Now, we’ve settled into 
extraneous bravado at 10:00 AM of the 3rd Saturday of the month.

As this pandemic started, Almoner Arthur Hurley did not have to search far to discover how we can be of 
assistance. Soon after he inquired of the Knights and Dame of the Commandery, Chevalier James Brown 
called the alarm upon learning that South Bay first responders of the Veterans Administration and various 
police agencies were short of masks and especially, hand sanitizer. Chevalier James stayed with the problem 
until he found the most economical hand sanitizer possible. Then, Treasurer John Sollner ensured that 
$10,000 was made available to cover the need. Of course, as he often does, Chevalier James then became the 
delivery person to the grateful agencies.

J.R. Hastings, KGSJ
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Back to our first ZOOM get together, Chevalier James spoke of a Lance Corporal in great financial need. The 
Western Military Commandery generally does not assist individual persons in need, but the Knights and Dame of 
the Commandery have been known to do so. The members of the Commandery individually donated several 
thousand dollars to the Lance Corporal, alleviating much of his despair. The Lance Corporal extended his gratitude, 
as did his military Commander.

On behalf of the Commandery, I wish all of the Knights and Dames good health and happiness and encourage all of 
you to continue to put the Order as your first choice for your philanthropy.

Yours and St. John,
Commander James R. Hastings
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Pro Fide, Pro Utilitate Hominum

For Faith, For Service to Humanity
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